
 
 
SOLAR EYE 
 
   1. Nish Nash Paddy Whash                                                                             
 
     They’d say “Nish Nash Paddy Whash, pushed out in scruffy clothes” 
     “Boys fancy flying girls if wings are clipped nobody knows” 
     “Don’t bully your friends they won’t phone or call you in the end” 
     “So Nish Nash Paddy Whash, pushed out in scruffy clothes” 
 
     Listen for the murmur of a child heart 
     Hold on to hope at teatime 
     Oh where are you 
     Oh where are you 
 
 
   2. Voices 
 
     Nothing being said on one million mobile phones 
     Nothing for the children who sit inside alone 
 
 
   3. Wish I Didn’t Go 
      
     Why’d I have to leave you   
     Why’d I have to run                                                                                          
     Why’d I have to go away 
     When we were starting to have fun 
     Why can’t I find you  
     Why can’t I see 
     The only place that you were meant 
     To be 
     Was with me 
      
     Oh, I miss you so 
     Oh, I wish I didn’t go 
 
     When am I gonna find you 
     Where am I gonna look 
     I try to look behind me 
     But I can’t see the path I took 
 
     Oh, why’d I have to go 
     Need you so 
 
 
   4. Dream Beneath the Tree 
   
   5. Into the Sky       
     
   6. All Right Now 
 
     Between the clouds below, a taxi cab ballet 
     The candy horses trot down Broadway 
     Night falls through the afternoon, as day dawns through the morn 
     Oh how light rains on the parade 
 
     All right Now 
     All right Now 
 
     The trees alive, laughing with the wind 
     Line the sidewalks of First Avenue 
     They watch the stars go shooting by, and listen to the rain 
     Tap dancing past to splash upon the ground 
 
     All right Now 
     All right Now 
 
     The clowns forsake parades and join the masquerade 
     On every corner in the Village 
     They smile and amuse the lost, inspired by the moon 
     They improvise a magic circus tune 
 
     All right Now 
     All right Now 
 
 
   7. Smoke the Moon 
 
     They ground the moon into tiny bits of dust 
     Packed it in a pipe and reached for stars to light it up 
     Black went the night, in our tree we passed it round 
     Soon the sky caught fire in a blinding flash of light 
 
     We floated down from our perches 
     A guiding hand led us round 
     We danced one million dances  
     As the planets spun around 
 

      
 
 
     
     When there’s nowhere to be 
     I’ll smoke the moon 
 
     Close down the fire, the angels are coming soon 
     Looking for some laughter, as they run around the moon 

 Standing in the sunshine, crying with the rain 
 Listening for passing wind blowing through the plain 
 
 They came down here from heaven  
 To open up our sorry lot 
 But even they don’t seem to know 
 How long we’ve really got 
     
 When time is running out 
 I’ll smoke the moon 
 
 Oh, under laughter’s arm, a smiling child bright 
 Oh, beneath a ripening sun, we’ll catch some rays tonight 
 
 I can hear devils laughing 
 At the angels falling down 
 But they don’t mind they’ve got their friends 
 To help them off the ground 
 
 If the devil gets me down 
 I’ll smoke the moon 
 

 
8. Moon Walk 
 
9. Run to the Sun 
 
10. Solar Eye 
      
     Oh how we sail, across the sun 
     Our golden ship aflame and guided by our love 
     At sparkling wheel, a captain steers around the blazing orb 
     Listening to its passions flare ‘pon a fiery shore 
 
     In my eye 
     Lives a solar sky 
 
     In my dream ‘neath the tree the sky chanted of the light 
     I could hear the sun’s ear pressed up against the night 
     Listening for the stars from behind earth and out of sight 
 
     No blinding night, or hint of cold 
     We ride upon the torrid wind 
     On bow caressed by lambent flame  
     We stand in awe no world contains 
 
     In my eye 
     Lives a solar sky 
     Setting heart ablaze 
     Leaving mind amazed 
 
     In my dream ‘neath the tree the sky chanted of the light 
     I could hear the sun’s ear pressed up against the night 
     Listening for the stars from behind earth and out of sight 
     I could feel each one fall one by one into the fields of my mind 
 
     In my eye 
     Lives a solar sky 
     Setting heart ablaze 
     Leaving mind amazed 
 
 
11. Sun Spots 
 
12. Awake Beneath the Tree 
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